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THEME 1- SEASONAL CONTEXT ANALYSES 
Theme leader: Rachael Nolan 
Subproject: Influence of tenure on forest Vegetation structure 
Subproject leads: Michael Bedward, Ross Bradstock 

OVERVIEW 

1. Theme 

 Seasonal Context analyses  

2. Project question or problem statement 

 Did aspects of fuel structure (cover and vertical connectivity) in forests, likely 
to influence the likelihood of high intensity crown fires differ between tenure 
categories: conservation estate (National Park and State Conservation Area); 
State Forest and privately owned land, within and adjacent to the Bees Nest 
fire? 

3. Key findings 

 • Data summaries and statistical modelling were performed on point 
samples of pre-fire vegetation structure derived from 2018 airborne 
LiDAR imagery provided by NSW Spatial Services. Areas sampled 
represented forest vegetation within and adjacent to the location of the 
Bees Nest fire. Point samples were drawn from groups of 2 x 2km 
LiDAR images, with each group consisting of three images placed to 
sample each of the three tenure categories (Figures 1 and 2). At each 
point, the LiDAR data were used to calculate vegetation cover of 
understorey (0.5-5m height), lower canopy (5-15m height) and upper 
canopy (greater than 15m height) strata. 

• There was broad overlap in the range of vegetation cover values 
across the three tenure categories (Figure 3). 
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• The degree of vertical connectivity of understorey and overstorey 
vegetation was classified at each sample point (see Methods). The 
following table summarizes connectivity values across the three 
tenure classes. 

 
% Not connected 

% Lower canopy  
connected 

% Upper canopy  
connected 

Conservation 54.44 2.93 42.63 
Forestry 48.27 3.82 47.91 
Private 56.41 7.38 36.21 

 

• A statistical model (see Methods) was used to investigate the 
influence of tenure on the vertical connectivity of understorey and 
overstorey vegetation after accounting for other variables: elevation, 
slope, aspect, fire history and local effects. Results of the model 
(Figure 4) showed that, in terms of vertical connectivity, forest 
vegetation on privately owned land was essentially identical to that in 
conservation areas. State Forest samples were slightly more likely 
than the other two tenure categories to have a vertical connection 
between understorey and overstorey. 

• In summary, these measures of cover and vertical continuity did not 
indicate that there were discernible effects of land tenure and 
associated management practices on these potential fuel properties in 
these forests.  

4. Significance of findings in context of previous studies 

 Lindenmayer et al. (2020, 2009, Taylor et al. 2014) have argued that some 
forests subject to logging may be more flammable and prone to high severity 
fire due to: resultant structural characteristics, such as cohorts of young 
regrowing trees, which promote vertical continuity of fuel structure (e.g. 
leaves and fine branches); other consequences of lower overstorey and 
understorey cover, such as increased drying of surface fuel and penetration 
of wind beneath the overstorey. Johnson et al. (2018) noted the global 
potential of herbivore grazing and browsing to affect fuel loads and fire 
regimes, though such effects were highly variable across ecosystems. 
Williamson et al. (2014), for example, showed that livestock grazing in 
Victorian forests and adjacent plant communities had no detectable effect on 
the severity of landscape-scale fires.  
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This study shows that cover in differing forest strata and the vertical 
connectivity between strata were similar across differing land tenures. Thus, 
grazing and logging on private lands and State Forests did not result in 
differing levels of plant cover and vertical connectivity compared with 
Conservation estate (livestock grazing and timber harvesting excluded). 
Evidence that hypothesized effects of logging (e.g. greater vertical fuel 
connectivity, lower overstorey cover) or grazing (e.g. lower understorey 
cover) was lacking if it is assumed that land tenure is a reasonable surrogate 
for effects of logging and livestock grazing on fuel structure and resultant 
forest flammability. 

5. Limitations and remaining knowledge gaps 

 • The sampling design used here, with groups of three closely located 
LiDAR images placed to capture each of the three different tenure 
categories, constrained all sample points to be within approximately 
2km of a tenure boundary. The value of this design is that it helped to 
partition out any effects of local conditions on vegetation connectivity 
from the effects of tenure and other variables explicitly included in the 
analysis. However, under this sampling design forest vegetation within 
core areas of each tenure was not represented in the data set, and 
this should be the subject of further study. 

• In areas with dense tree canopy cover, the number of LiDAR returns 
from understorey vegetation is likely to be lower compared to areas 
with more open canopy. The substantial overlap in the range of 
canopy cover values between the three tenure classes suggests that 
this has not biased the results presented here, but future analyses 
using more sophisticated model structures could take this effect into 
account. 

 

6. Implications for fire management 

 Livestock grazing and logging regimes in the respective land tenures (i.e. 
private, State Forests respectively) represented in this study in northern 
NSW, did not result in some measures of fuel structure that would either 
respectively decrease or increase forest flammability, compared with the 
Conservation estate. Thus, land tenure and associated management 
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practices had no discernible difference in estimated cover and vertical 
connectivity of forest vegetation strata. Therefore, resultant bushfire risk may 
be similar across land tenure and relatively insensitive to differences in 
management regimes, as practiced in the study area. This does not exclude 
the possibility that variations in logging and livestock grazing practices (e.g. 
different harvesting treatments, stocking rates etc.) could result in differing 
effects on fuel and vegetation structure in these forest types, or the possibility 
that different forest types may respond differently to livestock grazing and 
logging.    
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7. Figures 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Location of LiDAR image groups. 
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Figure 2. A group of three 2x2km LiDAR tiles, each containing randomly located sample points within 
the majority tenure category: conservation (shaded green); commercial forest (shaded brown); 
privately owned land (unshaded). 
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Figure 3. Distribution of vegetation cover values at sample points in the three tenure classes. Thick 
line segments indicate the central 50% range of values. Thin line segments indicate the 95% range 
of values. 
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Figure 4. The predicted probability, based on generalized additive modelling, of forest vegetation 
across the three tenure categories being in a given state of vertical connectivity after accounting for 
the influence of topographic variables, fire history and locality. 
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9. Appendix  

Methods 
• Vegetation structure was determined from airborne LiDAR imagery acquired in 2018 by New 

South Wales Spatial Services. Each LiDAR image consisted of a point cloud over a 2x2km 
horizontal extent, with the precise three-dimensional position and the nature of the surface 
(ground, water, vegetation, buildings) is recorded for each point. Seventeen groups of closely 
located images were selected, with each group consisting of three images placed to sample each 
of the three tenure categories (Figure 1). The total image area was 204 square kilometers. 

• Sample points were placed randomly within the majority tenure portion of each image, at a 
density of 25 points per square kilometer. Sample points were constrained to be at least 50m 
from the LiDAR image edge and any internal tenure boundary, and at least 100m from any other 
sample point (Figure 2).  

• To quantify the vertical distribution of vegetation cover, point clouds were converted to counts of 
points within voxels (three-dimensional cells), with each voxel being 10x10m horizontally and 
0.5m vertically. For each column of voxels containing a random sample point, the vegetation 
cover for each stratum was calculated by summing LiDAR point counts for voxels within the 
stratum, then calculating the ratio of this value to summed point counts over these and all lower 
voxels. Strata were based on those used for Overall Fuel Hazard (OFH) assessment in New 
South Wales: Elevated (understorey shrub layer) 0.5-5m; Lower canopy 5-15m; Upper canopy 
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15m and taller. Sample points in voxels with no detectable tree canopy were discarded. The 
resulting data set consisted of 3978 sample points, with a median of 82 points per LiDAR image 
(range 43-90). In addition to vegetation cover and tenure, the following variables were derived 
from GIS layers for each sample point: elevation; slope; aspect; and time since wildfire. The 
majority of sample points (83%) fell outside prescribed fire history mapping, so this variable was 
not included. 

• The vertical connectivity of vegetation at each sample point was assigned to one of three classes 
as follows: 
Understorey cover less than threshold value → Canopy not connected 
Else if Lower Canopy cover less than threshold value → Canopy not connected 
Else if Upper Canopy cover less than threshold value → Lower Canopy connected 
Else → Upper Canopy connected 
For the present analyses, the threshold cover value was set at 5%. 

• Generalized additive modelling (Wood 2017) was used to determine if the degree of vertical 
connectivity was influenced by tenure, taking into account site environment (elevation, slope, 
aspect), fire history, and local influences. The three connectivity classes were presented to the 
model as an ordinal response variable (no connection < lower canopy connected < upper canopy 
connected). Tenure classes were treated as a categorical predictor variable with privately owned 
land as the reference level. Topographic variables were included as smooth predictor functions 
(thin plate regression splines), with aspect values in degrees expressed as northness values (1 – 
sine of aspect/2). Time since wildfire was treated as a categorical predictor variable with classes: 
0-5 years; 6-10 years; >10 years. To account for local influences not captured by the explicit 
predictors, random effect terms were included for LiDAR image and image group. The ordinal 
response was modelled as a cumulative function with logit link. Predictions were derived from the 
model and summarized, for each tenure, as quantiles of membership probability over the vertical 
connectivity categories. 
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